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By order of the Rector of Shumen University RD 16-1110 lz.u.za2l I have been
appointed author of a statement on the open procedrye for holding the academic position of
associate professor with a single candidate Assistant Prgfessor Dr. Aneta Marinova Tikhova.
The
applicant meets the minimum national requirements in the field and has submitted the full amount
of required documents. The preconditions for holding the positiorLhave been fulfrlled. These are:
obtained doctoral degree in 2011 in the same field of spientific lnowledge in which the
current
competition takes place; holding the position of chief asgistant for 10 y*uri, and to this are
added
the rich scientific production and active teaching. These two asr,ects will form the basis
of my
review

I

In2020, A. Tikhova published her dissertationLexicafor noming means of torture in the
Slavic translation of the Prologue, Shumen: SHU, 19S p. The book is a supplemented and revised
version of the dissertation and deserves high praise for its clear structuring anO reliable lexical
information for a specific lexical-semantic group with about 139 representatives,
as well as
figurative uses of common vocabulary. The research is based on u ro*piex linguistic-textological
methodology using etymological, distributive, word-fopnation, statistical
ottr.r, types of
analysis. Here is the place to note that Dr. Tikhova suqcessfully specializes in the work
on the
Tarnovo edition of the calendar hagiographic collection Stishen Prologue,as since
20II atotal of
seven of her studies on the saints from the calendar memories for the months of February-May
have been connected with this monument. They fall into the genre form index,
but for their
elaboration complex knowledge on the Old Bulgarian/Slavonic and Byzantine hagiology
and
hagiography has been applied, numerous encyclopedic and srccialized sources
have been
consulted. The seven indexes are an integral and infinitely useful part of the multi-volume
series
of publications on the Stishen Prologue, and are an undoubted conrribution of the author.

*d

The habilitation work The Pronoun System in the Tarnovo c.dition
dthe Stishen prologue,
(UI "Bishop Konstantin Preslavski-,2A20,2a9 p.) is connected w:rth the same object
of research,
but this time with a different subject. The author begins with a presentation of
the Silver Ageof the

Bulgarian literature during the reign of Tsar John Alexander, to fiicrvo specifically
to issues of Old

Bulgarian morphology, its condition, tradition and innovation
in a prticular representative of the
Tarnovo Litetary School' The topic is relevant because
the fourteenth century is the period of the
last great flowering of Bulgarian literature and a key to the hisr.ory
of the Bulgarian language.
Empirical data based on clear contextual uses are an excellent cornplement to historicat
gralml
They provide an opportunity for theoretical generalizations ofhow the pronoun system
ofthe
Bulgarian language develops in diachrony. Each pronominal position in the diffeient
types of
pronouns is developed in comparison with Old Bulgarian, in
sorre places data from Eutirymius'
works, or from the works of Gregory Tsamblak are used. The role of the context
and the
intervention of stylistic factors is especially emphasized, but for m,l personally,
at least in the more
important changes, the Greek correspondences could be taken int,r account, Lr.uur*
in translated
works the source language with its nonns is a very important factor. However, I am aware
that such
work is labor-intensive and directly dependent on the state of textual research on prologues.
Against the background of already existing contributions to the vocabulary of
the Stishen prologrn,
especially in the works of M. Spasova, L. Taseva and A. Tikhrlva herself,
the changes in ttre
pronouns also prove the interference of the spoken language in the written
noruns, although more
conservatively than vocabulary. Here is just one example: the fonnation of
an intermediate group
of eroan and others in the 3th person, Sg. of possessive pronouns, rvhich practically documents
ttr,e
historical development of ero-eroB,b-r{ezoa in the Bulgarian languag,t. Valuable are the 17
examples
of forms 'rovr for masculine in the third person position and their emphasized compatibility with
predicates. It is even more symptomatic that such forms are singular
in prominent Tarnovo writers.

Tikhova's work describes the compatibility of pronouns with an abstract
or concrete noun
component and thus creates a database of syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations
in the transition
from synthesis to analytics. I think that with the analysis, rich examples and statisti cal
data
Tikhova's work will be very useful in future research not only on the Stirh"n prologue,
but on
Tarnovo texts and monuments to establish a reliable database of the specifics
of this literary
production (conditionally frgm pre-euthymic andEuthynius'time), the huge
echo of its activity in
geographical, chronologifal and cultural terms in the Bulgarian lands
and beyond. The work has
all the qualities of a habilltation.
Among Dr. Tikho]va's publications there is a group dedicatpd to the "History of the
Jewish
War" by Flavius Josephps,according to the Arkhivski Chronog"aph. The analysis of specific
morphological and synt{ctic features provides evidence for itLe- Bulgarian character
of the
translation and classifies among the Old Bulgarian literary heritage. The methodology
in
these
it
publications is, in the gpod sense of the word, uniform and tased on precise
extraction of
information from old text$. They are a contribution to the Old Bulgarian grailtmar
as a whole. It is
the professional training
diachronic linguistics that helps Dr. Tikhova to successfully analyze
in
issues of modern languag$ or dialectology. It is about four publicat.ons,
which at first glance stand
"away" from the Old Bulparian problematics: on the language of Konstantin Miladinov and
his
poetry important conclusipns are formulated on the basis of specific
linguistic phenomena, as the
reflexes m-b, t-e, the assimilations A'-r'', .r'-x'. They are both testimonies of his
native Struga
dialect and the developme{rt of the Bulgarian language. For me personally, the
article on the degrees
of comparison of adjectiv$s in the modern Bulgarian language is of special interest.
The author has
observed the current langriage situation. She examines cases of graded adjectival
forms of foreign

origin, in which, in rny opinion, pragmatics also intervenes. T'h:y are a kind
of fashion - unique,
optimal, and perfect. However, the author also think over the important theoretical
question of the
gradation of some relative adjectives, which has a practical resonmce in
the rules for homogeneous
parts of the sentence and their punctuation marking. In short, the knowledge
and skills of the
diachronic linguist help in the development of modern linguistic problems.

Dr. Tikhova's teaching activity is an essential part of her profile. For her long teaching
experience at Schumen University since 2000 she has led and cortinues to lead a respectful
numbei
of courses in various fields: ancient Bulgarian, history of the Brrlgarian language, ancient Greek,
bibl ical Greek, Bul garian dial ectology, Church Slavonic.

Consideringthe number, the high scientific quality of the t'eviewed materials and the overall
activity of the candidate, I believe that the career growth of the colleague is quite natural and fully
deserved. I give my positive vote and I strongly recommend to the Academic Council
of the
University of Schumen "Bishop Konstantin Preslavski" to elect (lh. Assistant professor Dr. Aneta
Marinova Tikhofa to the academic position of Associate Profesr;or in the field of high.r.du*ti*
2. Humanities; professional field 2.1. Philology (Bulgarian lanl;uage History of the Bulgarian
language).
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